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Abstract In the healthcare industry, sales agents play a crucial role in connecting customers with appropriate 

pathology tests and wellness services. However, the complexity and vast range of available tests can make it 

challenging for agents to provide personalized and informed recommendations. This paper presents Convert 

Assist, an AI-powered platform that serves as a copilot for sales agents, empowering them with comprehensive 

knowledge of pathology tests and enabling them to deliver personalized test suggestions based on customer 

demographics, past test history, and reported symptoms. The platform integrates with the agents' CRM system 

and provides real-time support during customer interactions, including call openers, rebuttals, and test 

recommendations. By leveraging AI algorithms and natural language processing techniques, Convert Assist 

enhances the agents' ability to engage customers effectively and drive sales. However, the adoption of such AI-

powered tools faces challenges, as agents may be resistant to change and hesitant to deviate from their 

established sales strategies. This paper discusses the benefits of Convert Assist, the underlying technology, and 

strategies to overcome adoption barriers and ensure successful implementation in the healthcare sales domain. 
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Introduction  

In the rapidly evolving healthcare landscape, pathology tests and wellness services have become increasingly 

important for early disease detection, preventive care, and overall health management [1]. Sales agents in the 

healthcare industry play a vital role in connecting customers with the most appropriate tests and services based 

on their specific needs and conditions. However, the vast array of available tests and the complexity of medical 

information can pose significant challenges for sales agents, particularly those without extensive medical 

backgrounds [2]. 

To address these challenges and enhance the effectiveness of healthcare sales agents, we introduce Convert 

Assist, an AI-powered platform that serves as a copilot, providing real-time support and personalized 

recommendations during customer interactions. Convert Assist leverages user demographics, past test history, 

and reported symptoms to generate targeted test suggestions, enabling agents to offer tailored solutions to each 

customer. 

The primary objectives of Convert Assist are as follows: 

• To empower regular sales agents with comprehensive knowledge of pathology tests and wellness 

services, allowing them to provide informed recommendations to customers. 

• To generate personalized test suggestions based on customer demographics, past test history, and 

reported symptoms, ensuring that the recommended tests are highly relevant to each individual's needs. 

• To integrate with the agents' CRM system and provide real-time support during customer interactions, 

including call openers, rebuttals, and test recommendations. 
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• To enhance customer engagement and drive sales by enabling agents to deliver targeted and persuasive 

sales pitches. 

Despite the potential benefits of AI-powered tools like Convert Assist, their adoption in the healthcare sales 

domain faces challenges. Sales agents may be resistant to change and hesitant to deviate from their established 

sales strategies, fearing that new tools might disrupt their proven techniques [3]. Therefore, it is crucial to 

address these adoption barriers and develop strategies to ensure the successful implementation and utilization of 

Convert Assist. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section II provides an overview of the related work in the 

field of AI-powered sales support and personalized recommendations. Section III presents the Convert Assist 

platform, detailing its architecture, key components, and functionalities. Section IV discusses the challenges 

associated with the adoption of AI-powered tools in the healthcare sales domain and proposes strategies to 

overcome these barriers. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and outlines future research directions. 

 

2. Related Work 

The application of artificial intelligence in sales and customer support has gained significant attention in recent 

years. AI-powered tools have been developed to assist sales agents in various aspects of their roles, including 

lead generation, customer engagement, and personalized recommendations [4], [5]. 

In the healthcare domain, AI has been extensively explored for clinical decision support, disease diagnosis, and 

treatment planning [6], [7]. However, the use of AI in healthcare sales and customer support has been relatively 

limited. Existing research has primarily focused on developing chatbots and virtual assistants for patient 

engagement and general health information dissemination [8], [9]. 

Personalized recommendation systems have been widely studied in the e-commerce and entertainment 

industries [10], [11]. These systems leverage user data, such as demographics, past purchases, and browsing 

history, to generate targeted product or content recommendations. However, the application of personalized 

recommendations in the context of healthcare sales and pathology test suggestions has not been extensively 

explored. 

Convert Assist aims to bridge this gap by combining the power of AI-powered sales support with personalized 

test recommendations in the healthcare domain. By leveraging customer data and medical knowledge, Convert 

Assist enables sales agents to provide highly relevant and informed suggestions to customers, ultimately 

improving sales effectiveness and customer satisfaction. 

 

3. System Architecture 
Platform Architecture 

The Convert Assist platform is designed to integrate seamlessly with the sales agents' existing CRM system. 

Figure 1 illustrates the high-level architecture of the platform. 

 

 
Figure 1: Convert Assist Platform Architecture 
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The platform consists of the following key components: 

• Data Ingestion and Preprocessing Module: This module is responsible for collecting and processing 

customer data from various sources, including the CRM system, electronic health records (EHRs), and 

other relevant databases. The data is cleaned, normalized, and transformed into a structured format 

suitable for analysis. 

• Customer Profile Builder: The customer profile builder creates comprehensive profiles for each 

customer based on their demographics, past test history, and reported symptoms. These profiles serve 

as the foundation for generating personalized test recommendations. 

• Knowledge Base: The knowledge base contains a vast repository of information about pathology tests, 

wellness services, and their indications. It is continuously updated with the latest medical knowledge 

and guidelines to ensure the accuracy and relevance of the recommendations. 

• AI Recommendation Engine: The AI recommendation engine is the core component of Convert Assist. 

It utilizes machine learning algorithms, such as collaborative filtering and content-based filtering, to 

generate personalized test suggestions based on customer profiles and the knowledge base. The engine 

also considers factors such as test popularity, customer feedback, and seasonal trends to refine its 

recommendations. 

• Dialogue Generation Module: The dialogue generation module is responsible for creating engaging and 

persuasive call openers, rebuttals, and test recommendations. It utilizes natural language processing 

(NLP) techniques, such as text generation and sentiment analysis, to generate contextually relevant and 

customer-specific responses. 

• CRM Integration Module: The CRM integration module enables seamless integration between Convert 

Assist and the agents' existing CRM system. It allows for real-time data exchange and ensures that the 

AI-generated insights and recommendations are readily available to the agents during customer 

interactions. 
Key Functionalities 

Convert Assist offers the following key functionalities to support healthcare sales agents: 

• Personalized Test Recommendations: Based on customer demographics, past test history, and reported 

symptoms, Convert Assist generates highly relevant and personalized test recommendations. The AI 

recommendation engine considers various factors, such as age, gender, medical history, and current 

health concerns, to suggest the most appropriate tests for each individual customer. 

• Engaging Call Openers: Convert Assist provides sales agents with compelling call openers tailored to 

each customer's profile. These openers are designed to capture the customer's attention, establish 

rapport, and set a positive tone for the conversation. The dialogue generation module utilizes NLP 

techniques to create openers that are both informative and persuasive. 

• Effective Rebuttals: In case of customer objections or concerns, Convert Assist equips sales agents 

with effective rebuttals. The platform analyzes the customer's specific objections and generates 

appropriate responses to address their concerns and reinforce the value of the recommended tests. The 

rebuttals are designed to be empathetic, informative, and persuasive, helping agents to overcome 

resistance and build trust with the customers. 

• Real-time Support: Convert Assist provides real-time support to sales agents during customer 

interactions. As the conversation progresses, the platform continuously analyzes the customer's 

responses and generates relevant prompts, suggestions, and talking points for the agents. This real-time 

assistance helps agents to navigate the conversation effectively, address customer queries, and drive the 

discussion towards a successful outcome. 

• Performance Tracking and Analytics: Convert Assist includes a performance tracking and analytics 

module that monitors and analyzes the effectiveness of the AI-generated recommendations and support. 

It tracks key metrics such as conversion rates, customer satisfaction scores, and agent performance. The 

insights derived from this analysis are used to continuously improve the platform's algorithms and 

adapt to changing customer preferences and market trends. 

 

4. Adoption Challenges and Strategies 

Despite the potential benefits of AI-powered tools like Convert Assist, their adoption in the healthcare sales 

domain faces several challenges. One of the primary barriers is the resistance to change among sales agents. 

Many agents have developed their own sales strategies and techniques over time and may be hesitant to embrace 

new tools that could disrupt their established processes [12]. 

To overcome this challenge, it is essential to involve sales agents in the development and implementation of 

Convert Assist from the early stages. By actively seeking their input and feedback, agents can be made to feel 

invested in the platform and more receptive to its adoption. Regular training sessions and workshops should be 
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conducted to familiarize agents with the platform's features and demonstrate how it can enhance their sales 

effectiveness. 

Another challenge is the potential lack of trust in AI-generated recommendations. Sales agents may be skeptical 

about the accuracy and relevance of the recommendations provided by Convert Assist, particularly in the 

context of healthcare where the consequences of incorrect suggestions can be significant [13]. To address this 

issue, it is crucial to ensure the transparency and explainability of the AI algorithms used in Convert Assist. The 

platform should provide clear explanations for its recommendations, highlighting the underlying reasoning and 

evidence supporting each suggestion. This transparency will help build trust among the sales agents and increase 

their confidence in utilizing the platform's insights. 

Furthermore, the successful adoption of Convert Assist requires a supportive organizational culture and 

leadership buy-in. Sales managers and executives should actively promote the use of the platform and 

communicate its benefits to the sales team. Incentives and recognition programs can be implemented to 

encourage agents who effectively leverage Convert Assist in their sales interactions. By fostering a culture that 

values innovation and embraces AI-powered tools, organizations can drive the widespread adoption of Convert 

Assist and realize its full potential. 

 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

Convert Assist presents a promising AI-powered solution for empowering healthcare sales agents and enhancing 

customer engagement. By leveraging user demographics, past test history, and reported symptoms, the platform 

generates personalized test recommendations and provides real-time support during customer interactions. The 

integration of Convert Assist with the agents' CRM system enables seamless access to AI-generated insights and 

recommendations, ultimately improving sales effectiveness and customer satisfaction. 

However, the adoption of AI-powered tools like Convert Assist in the healthcare sales domain faces challenges, 

including resistance to change and lack of trust in AI-generated recommendations. To overcome these barriers, 

it is essential to involve sales agents in the development process, ensure transparency and explain ability of the 

AI algorithms, and foster a supportive organizational culture. 

Future research directions include expanding the knowledge base of Convert Assist to incorporate a wider range 

of pathology tests and wellness services. The platform can also be enhanced with advanced NLP techniques to 

enable more natural and contextually relevant dialogue generation. Additionally, integrating Convert Assist with 

other healthcare systems, such as EHRs and telemedicine platforms, can provide a more comprehensive view of 

the customer's health profile and further improve the accuracy of the recommendations. 

As the healthcare industry continues to evolve, AI-powered tools like Convert Assist will play an increasingly 

important role in supporting sales agents and driving customer engagement. By embracing these technologies 

and addressing the adoption challenges, healthcare organizations can unlock the full potential of AI in 

enhancing sales effectiveness and ultimately improving patient care and outcomes. 
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